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Mária Kurdi, ed. Literary and Cultural Relations: Ireland, Hungary,  
and Central and Eastern Europe. Dublin: Carysfort, 2009.

There is a relatively new tendency in Irish Studies, as Mária Kurdi highlights in her intro-
duction to the volume, to “reshape critical paradigms” by conducting criticism on a “com-
parative basis” (1) instead of echoing the age-old insular notions concerning the field. 
Responding to this tendency, the volume offers a diversity of approaches and topics, and a 
selection of studies in a comparativist vein. The studies were originally given as lectures at 
the 2007 conference of the Hungarian Society for Irish Studies in Pécs, Hungary, demon-
strating that there exists an articulate and organized endeavour which associates itself with 
the above-mentioned aspiration in Irish Studies. 

Although the essays are organized in two parts, under the respective titles “Drama and 
Theatre” and “Crosscultural Dialogue and Translation,” they all evoke issues of a more 
diverse range, and cover not only drama but also prose, poetry, and literary and political 
journalism. Translation, however, as the primordial means and site of crosscultural (or 
transnational) dialogue, rightly gains prominence in the volume. As the studies addres-
sing this topic show, the rendering of a text into another language is influenced not only 
by choices made on a purely linguistic level but also by particular historical and political 
conditions, not to mention the individual artistic endeavours of the translator. In this sense, 
the dialogue between two cultures goes through a range of filters even before it reaches a 
wide, national audience. 

Erika Mihálycsa’s essay provides the reader with insights into how the translator’s 
choice of language registers and stylistic levels affects the text that the target audience 
would encounter before anything else. Mihálycsa gives an interesting account of an actual 
translation process, highlighting the linguistic intricacies that Flan O’Brien’s At Swim-
-Two-Birds presented for her and the co-translator Gábor Csizmadia. The translation can 
be rightly perceived as a crosscultural one as the co-translators have different backgrounds, 
Mihálycsa being Transylvanian-Hungarian, while Csizmadia comes from Hungary itself. 
Besides the technical particulars of the endeavour, Mihálycsa calls attention to the appa-
rent neglect of O’Brien’s work in Hungary, in contrast to his renown in other European 
nations.

 Comparing two Hungarian renderings of Derek Mahon’s poetry, István D. Rácz focu-
ses on the translators’ artistic character in relation to their choices during translation. The 
author of the essay argues that the choices discernible in two translations of Mahon’s 
poetry by András Fodor and Eszter Tábor clearly reflect the translators’ own pursuits as 
poets. In fact, Rácz stresses that a poet’s activity as a translator scarcely leaves his or her 
own poetry untouched. Thus, as Rácz goes on, translations can be viewed “in the context 
of two life-works” (217), that of the translator and that of the original writer. 
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Zsuzsa Csikai, discussing the strategic differences between Brian Friel’s and Frank 
McGuiness’s translations (rewritings) of Uncle Vanya, argues that these differences reflect 
not only individual idiosyncrasies of the two author-translators, but also signal a changing 
attitude towards the reception of Russianness in relation to the changing self-perception of 
the Irish. Quoting from McGuiness’s texts, Csikai points out that the waning insistence on 
Hibernicizing foreign plays underscores a new confidence in Irish cultural independence. 
Furthermore, Csikai rightly calls attention to the cultural and historical conditions that 
affect the translator and the activity of translation. 

Jerzy Jarniewitz puts an even more pronounced emphasis on the historico-political 
sensitivity of translation. He considers various meeting points of Polish and Irish literature 
and culture via translation. While considering these relations, he demonstrates how the 
historical and political situations of the two countries conditioned audiences’ reception 
as well as influencing their readings. Although his main focus falls on Seamus Heaney’s 
translation into Polish, he also throws light on how Heaney himself contributed to making 
Irish-Polish relations mutually influential in terms of literature and culture by translating 
(among other Central and Eastern European poets) for example Jan Kochanowski.

Besides translation, reception appears to be the other key area governing Kurdi’s 
volume. Gabriella Vöő and Ondřej Pilný, although discussing different historical peri-
ods (the former the turn of the twentieth, the latter that of the twenty-first century), both 
scrutinize how Irish literature was/is received and evaluated by the Hungarians and the 
Czechs respectively. In her essay, Vöő examines how a distinct (and culturally/historically 
specified) notion of Irishness influenced Hungarian receptions of Irish modernism in the 
first three decades of the twentieth century, and how such a distinction gradually faded as 
a result of the “discrediting of the term ‘race’” (157) during the spread of fascism. As a 
consequence, the lack of recognition of Irishness is discernible, for example in the 1974 
translation of Joyce’s Ulysses by Miklós Szentkuthy, who – according to Vöő’s argument 
– disregards Joyce’s origins and cultural heritage in his translation and critical views. 

Pilný notes a similar lack of national contextualization in the current Czech reception 
of Irish plays: instead of being perceived as “the output of a nation,” “Irish drama tends 
to be viewed rather in comparison with its British, Czech and/or European counterparts” 
(73). For Pilný, this tendency seems prevalent and should be considered alongside the fact 
that in the Czech Republic there has been a significant interest in Irish drama for decades. 
In his essay, Pilný also provides a highly informative overview of contemporary Czech 
productions of Irish drama, which also gives him the occasion to meditate on the sparse 
dialogue between theatre practices at home and abroad. 

As the adaptation of foreign plays on national stages greatly influences reception, 
Csilla Bertha calls for a responsible theatrical practice in introducing new Irish plays to 
Hungarian audiences. While lamenting the “cheap” renderings of Friel’s plays in Hun-
garian theatres, Bertha points out the ethical dimension of the director’s and translator’s 
activity in adapting a foreign work (of considerable artistic merits) for national audiences. 
As she argues, their activity may seriously impair the reception of a great author, like Friel, 
if they undertake the task of (re)production without appropriate care, and apparently with 
low artistic standards. 

Similarly to translation and adaptation, rewriting is also bound up with evaluation. 
Gabriella Hartvig discusses the contemporary Hungarian reception of Swift’s Gulli-
ver’s Travels as it appears in some rewritings of the novel. As she concludes, Gulliver’s 
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one-sided, simplistic character in these rewritings reveals that they make only instrumental 
use of the protagonist and often avoid the philosophical intricacies in order to offer a direct 
political comedy. Such a reductionist treatment, as Hartvig points out, tends to reinforce 
an aspect of the original novel’s general twentieth-century appreciation in Hungary as a 
piece of juvenile literature. However, the contemporary Gulliveriads appearing in Hun-
gary demonstrate that Swift has an enduring impact on Hungarian literature, which is due 
to his inexhaustibly complex masterpiece. 

Speaking from the opposite direction, Patrick Lonergan examines the Irish responsive-
ness to Central and Eastern European cultural influences. He sees the issue as an important 
yet rarely discussed one. In his argument, Lonergan interprets the ways in which charac-
ters from Central and Eastern Europe are represented on the Irish stage. Quite nat urally, 
the Irish thematizations and representations of Central and Eastern Europeans evoke key 
notions from the general Western narrative of multiculturalism, such as immigration, 
liberty, equality, asylum and integration, as the most direct contact with these people 
appeared after the Eastern enlargement of the EU. Besides this line of inquiry, Lonergan 
also comments on the influence that international theatrical work in Ireland has on Irish 
productions. 

There are three studies in the volume which do not directly contribute to the two above-
-mentioned general issues (reception and translation): Donald E. Morse’s comparison of 
Samuel Beckett’s and Géza Páskándi’s absurdist works and Péter P. Müller’s analysis of 
Martin McDonagh’s The Pillowman. Nevertheless, these studies do fit into the general 
conception of the volume. Morse demonstrates how Eastern responses to the absurd drama 
of Beckett, particularly Páskándi’s, politicize and actualize what was originally a metaphy-
sical enterprise in the West. P. Müller, on the other hand, focuses on how The Pillowman 
lacks particular historical references to once-existing Eastern European dictatorships, and 
presents itself as a self-reflexive, postmodern work in contrast with the plays of Mrożek 
and Eörsi, for example. In terms of body politics, however, these playwrights (Eastern and 
Western) offer interesting comparisons, as P. Müller’s essay demonstrates. 

Perhaps Carla King’s essay stands out the most from the volume’s diverse but tightly 
connected topics and approaches. She examines two influential nineteenth-century polit-
ical leaders, Michael Davitt and Lajos Kossuth, mostly from political and historical angles. 
However, as King’s main concern is a real dialogue between these figures, the essay fit-
tingly opens the second part of the book dealing with metaphorically understood “cros-
scultural dialogues.” 

While the comparisons are carried out on a transnational basis (a piece of literature 
or culture drawn from its national context contrasted to the receiver nation’s culture), the 
volume suggests relations of a wider scope, which one might call transregional. As the 
essays, with the exception of Patrick Lonergan’s, Donald E. Morse’s and Carla King’s, are 
all conducted by various central and Eastern European scholars, the reader can recognize 
certain common (historical and cultural) traits that may characterize this region and its 
scholarly activity. Besides its apparent contribution to Irish Studies, the common past 
experiences of these nations are apparently open to be transformed into new scholarly 
assets that can be acknowledged both internationally and regionally. Importantly, aware-
ness of such shared ground, which the volume rightly promotes, may further enhance the 
timely cooperation and dialogue within Central and Eastern Europe. Thus, the volume may 
serve as an example for other fields of literary and cultural studies with its devotedness to 
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national particularities, and its endeavour proves that the comparative study of literatures 
and cultures can gain new relevance, especially in an age in which interculturalism is 
beginning to be understood as culturally reductive globalism. 

Miklos Nyisztor
University of Pécs

Botha, Rudolf P. Form and Meaning in Word Formation. A Study of Afrikaans 
reduplication. (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics Supplementary Volume).  
Cam bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006.

General comments
A new reprint of this book twenty-four years after its first publication offers the opportun-
ity to review a significant volume on what remains as one of the most intriguing areas of 
morphology: reduplication. Being a very simple process (the repetition of a base form), 
it most probably exists in the vast majority, if not all, of the languages of the world. Its 
pervas iveness might be attributed to two features. First, reduplication is an ingrained lin-
guistic ability of ours in the sense that it goes all the way back to our infant years, when 
it was applied as a language learning strategy (Aitchison 1994; Dressler et al. 2005).1 
Second, reduplication is a prime example of iconicity, that is, the fact that language is, 
to varying degrees, motivated. Even Saussure (1959 [1916], cited in Radden & Panther 
2004) noted the importance of motivation regarding linguistic knowledge, as the mind 
aims to establish some regularity among the huge mass of signs that it encounters, and 
this process does require a degree of motivation.2 The most typical type of motivation, 
content motivating form, is exemplified by reduplication. In fact, if we take reduplication 
as a manifestation of repetition (reduplication being the simple repetition of a base form), 
then what we are dealing with is one of the most essential features of language. As Jucker 
(1994: 47) points out, ‘[…] a linguistic framework which cannot deal with repetitions must 
necessarily be inadequate because it neglects one very obvious feature of presumably all 
human languages.’

Botha’s enterprise can be regarded as a direct reflection on Jucker’s (1994) above-quo-
ted statement, as what Botha set out to achieve in the monograph is to provide an explana-
tion for the vast array of Afrikaans reduplications within one certain linguistic framework, 
the lexicalist framework, in the ‘Galilean style’ (p. 3). This particular style of inquiry, 
which has been practiced especially by linguists working within the generativist para-
digm, aims to make ‘radical abstractions and idealizations in defining the initial scope of 
the study’ (p. 6) by postulating ‘unifying, principled theories (perhaps far removed) from 
the problematic data’ (p. 7). Botha’s means of inquiry, therefore, is definitely alien from 
the current trend of bottom-up (corpus-based) linguistic approaches, and consequently his 
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survey does not consider apparent exceptions as counter-evidence to the proposed rules; in 
fact, its primary goal can be tacitly summarized as ‘the pursuit of theoretical unification’ 
(p. 161), where ‘unification’ pertains to both the formal (syntactic) and the semantic levels.

At this point, the question necessarily arises as to what relevance Botha’s study,  
written more than twenty years ago, has for the researchers of today. The answer is  
manifold. For one, the topic in itself is of considerable interest: as Botha himself points 
out (p. 2), Afrikaans reduplication has been regarded for a long time as a still productive  
‘process of extraordinary complexity’ (p. 2) on both formal and semantic grounds. For-
mally, all the open word classes can undergo reduplication, and the reduplicated forms can 
belong to different word classes as compared to their original base form.3 Moreover, this 
formal profusion results in semantic profusion as well: the meaning range of the redupli-
cated forms includes intensity, iteration, collectivity, distribution, etc.

This is where the second point of relevance of Botha’s study comes into the picture: 
this vast variety (complexity) of form and meaning associated with Afrikaans redupli-
cations runs counter to the intuition already mentioned above (and also emphasized by 
Botha) – that reduplication can be taken as one of the simpler word formation processes, as 
found in babytalk and pidgin languages among others. A linguistic puzzle presents itself, 
the solution to which, according to Botha, lies in the lexicalist framework. Although I 
myself work within the cognitive linguistic paradigm, I cannot help but marvel at the 
elegance with which he guides the reader, step by step, through his argumentation right 
until the main conclusion: that Afrikaans reduplication is by no means chaotic, but can be 
accounted for by a set of simple rules. 

This brings us to the third point of relevance of the monograph: the idea that the 
diverse data of Afrikaans reduplications can be settled by a small set of rules has served 
as inspiration for further research. This is exemplified by Huyssteen’s (2004) study, which 
demonstrates within a cognitive grammar framework that Afrikaans reduplications can 
be accounted for by various metonymical processes (and, it has to be added, offers a psy-
chologically more plausible and natural explanation for reduplications than the rule-based 
approach of Botha).4

Nevertheless, this does not necessarily mean that I do not have reservations about 
Botha’s study. On the contrary, Botha’s treatment of the apparent exceptions to the postu-
lated rules, on which the validity of both the Galilean style of inquiry and Botha’s conclu-
sions hinge, is, to my mind, problematic (see my criticisms below in the detailed discus-
sion of the chapters). However, I wish to emphasize that these criticisms do not subtract 
from the overall high quality of the work. 

Review of the chapters
The book is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’, outlines the scope of 
the study and verbalizes the three main goals of the book. On a language-specific level, 
it aims to illustrate that the seeming complexity of Afrikaans reduplications is merely ‘in 
the eye of the beholder’ (p. 3). It seeks to do so by adopting a lexicalist analysis, in which 
vein Botha introduces one formation rule and one semantic interpretation rule that are 
capable of accounting for all the data. On a language-independent level, Botha’s goal is 
to gain a better understanding of the formal principles of word formation and how seman-
tics interacts with syntax in morphology through the study of Afrikaans reduplications. 
Thirdly, on a metascientific level, Botha wishes to show that the Galilean style of inquiry 
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(see above) can be fruitfully applied to morphology and semantics. This latter objective is 
rather doubtful as it raises a logical fallacy, that of begging the question (taking for granted 
that which one was claiming to conclude). Since the methodology Botha uses is the Gali-
lean style of inquiry, and as he does not provide alternative methods in the book to test 
the feasibility of the Galilean style, Botha is not in the position to draw conclusions on the 
applicability of the approach itself. 

Chapter 2, ‘Formation’, is devoted to the analysis of the formation of Afrikaans redup-
lications. Botha argues that all Afrikaans reduplications are manifestations of the fol-
lowing copying rule: Copy α or αi ð [αi αi]. As it can be seen, this is a very general rule 
which does not spell out any specifics with regard to: 1) the category type or word class of 
the bases to which it applies, 2) the category type or word class of the reduplicated form, or 
3) the number of times the rule can be applied to its own output. These specific regulations 
are stipulated by general lexicalist constraints that are not particular to Afrikaans but are 
language-independent.

Throughout the chapter Botha’s method is the following: first he states a general (lan-
guage-independent) constraint, then he advances a possible prediction of the constraint’s 
effect on Afrikaans reduplications, and then he checks the prediction by looking at a set 
of examples. For example, according to the Morphological Island Constraint, ‘[t]he indi-
vidual constituents of morphologically complex words are not accessible to inflectional, 
derivational or syntactic processes’ (p. 11). Based on this constraint, Botha makes the 
prediction that the reduplicated form has to have the status of a word, since the individual 
constituents cannot undergo inflection, derivation, etc. He then puts the prediction to the 
test by looking at a few Afrikaans reduplications (pp. 12-15). Accordingly, and following 
the same method, he comes to the conclusion that the base to which Afrikaans redupli-
cation applies must also be a word (based on the Word-base Constraint which states that 
‘all regular word formation processes are word-based’, p. 16), and both the new word 
and the base form must belong to a major lexical category (based on the Major Category  
Constraint, p. 27). 

One of the consequences of these constraints is that perhaps the most prototypical cases 
of reduplications, onomatopoeic reduplications such as hoep-hoep (meaning the name of 
a bird that produces a sound resembling the phonetic form of the reduplication), are not 
considered as reduplications by Botha because the base form is not used as an independent 
word. Accordingly, Botha argues that onomatopoeic forms should be ‘[…] analyzed as 
products of the repetition of non-independent expressive signs’ (p. 25). Yet, just because 
the base form might not be used independently, it seems counter-intuitive to claim that 
onomatopoeic reduplications are not reduplications (as these are a very productive type 
that emerge in language at a very early age and are used in a wide variety of languages to 
refer metonymically to the entity that produces the sound).

In fact, one cannot escape the feeling that in some cases, specifically in those cases 
where the reduplication might be considered as an irregularity, Botha sacrifices the lingui-
stic data for the sake of the rules. For instance, Afrikaans has reduplicated forms that are 
based on interjections (as claimed by previous studies), such as uff-uff (meaning a grunt-
ing sound expressing consent). However, Botha claims that these cannot be analyzed as 
reduplications because the base is not an independent word (generative morphology does 
not recognize interjections as words). So we either face yet again a ‘repetition of non-inde-
pendent expressive signs’ (p. 26), which runs counter to the fact that the base forms of the 
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cited interjections can be used independently (Botha, in fact, provides example sentences), 
or we are dealing with bases that belong to word classes that generative morphology does 
acknowledge, such as verbs, nouns, adjectives or adverbs. In this vein, Botha reanalyzes 
uff as a noun, which then can function as a base form for the copying rule. 

The problem of irregularities comes to the forefront in the lexical category of redupli-
cations (pp. 33-72). The Endocentricity Constraint claims that ‘[t]he category of a derived 
word is always non-distinct from the category of its head’ (p. 33). What this implies is 
that there are absolutely no exocentric reduplications in Afrikaans. If this prediction holds 
true, then all the reduplications which seem to fall outside of this rule (see, for instance, 
footnote 3) must be reanalyzed, which Botha strives to do with painstaking detail. In his 
words, ‘[w]hat I will do is to question the so-called facts that seem to bear negatively on 
this [Endocentricity] constraint’ (p. 37). 

As a result, reduplications that have been judged as noun-based verb reduplications in 
previous studies (for example, Kempen 1969, Theron 1974) are claimed by Botha to be 
verb-based. His justification for this argument is that the base of such reduplications can 
also be used as a verb in sentences (p. 39): 

The claim, then, that Afrikaans has ‘noun-based verb reduplications’ such as kruk-
-kruk, bobbejan-bobbejan,5 etc. can be accepted only if supported by strong empirical 
evidence. No such evidence, however, has been presented.

What exactly does Botha mean by ‘strong empirical evidence’, however? Unfortuna-
tely, Botha does not explain why previous studies have judged such reduplications to be 
rather noun and not verb-based, yet an elucidation of this point would have been very 
useful, as this way the reader could have been in the position to compare and evaluate the 
acceptability of the two lines of analysis. Simply stating that such bases also show up as 
verbs in sentences does not, in my view, constitute ‘strong empirical evidence’ in favour 
of a verb-based verb reduplication. 

The same criticism can be mentioned with regard to the analysis of the other exocen-
tric reduplications that fail to fit the Endocentricity Constraint. Noun-based adverb redup-
lications, verb-based noun reduplications and numeral-based noun reduplications are all 
reanalyzed as endocentric reduplications by Botha, mostly in the same vein as presented 
above in the case of the noun-based verb reduplications. He insists that an exocentric ana-
lysis would have to be properly justified in order to prove that ‘it was more adequate’ (p. 
53) than an exocentric treatment. Yet why not treat such reduplications as exocentric? The 
only ‘adequacy’ that an endocentric analysis has over an exocentric one is that the former 
can be justified by a constraint. But, if the constraint is not based on language-dependent 
factors (these are language-independent, as emphasized by Botha), then what is the plausi-
bility in claiming that such constraints can adequately describe language? 

Chapter 3, ‘Semantic interpretation’, argues that the previous conception of se man-
tic complexity regarding Afrikaans reduplications simply does not hold. Similarly to the 
chapter on form, here too Botha starts from the premise that all reduplications can be 
accounted for by one single semantic interpretation rule: Interpret [αi αi] as [a increased] 
(where a represents the sense or meaning of α and increased represents an abstract seman-
tic unit) (p. 91). Importantly, Botha claims that this semantic rule interacts with a number 
of so-called ‘conceptualization rules’, which help to specify the meaning of the reduplica-
tions. Specification in meaning is very necessary, as reduplication in Afrikaans is used to 
signal a number of meanings, namely considerable number, limited number, distribution, 
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serial ordering, collectivity/grouping, iteration, continuation, attenuation, simultaneity, 
alternation/interruption, manner, intensity and emphasis. Botha looks at each meaning in 
detail, by analyzing how the semantic interpretation rule interacts with a certain concep-
tualization rule. In the following, due to limitations of space, I will concentrate only on a 
couple of examples. 

The base of bottels-bottels (‘many bottles’) means [bottle, more than one], where 
the sense of plurality comes from the plural affix -s. According to Botha, via the semantic 
interpretation rule, the two units have the following composite reading: [bottle, more 
than one, increased]. A conceptualization rule specifies that the unit of [increased] has to 
be interpreted as plurality if the base is a countable entity. This conceptualization rule is 
formulated by Botha in the following manner: ‘Conceptualize [increased] as [increased 
in number], if it occurs in conjunction with the semantic specification [countable thing]’ 
(p. 104). However, Botha adds that a further conceptualization rule has to be applied, by 
which the meanings of [increased in number] and [more than one] are ‘amalgamated’ (p. 
104) into the meaning of [considerable number].

The justification for this second conceptualization rule6 is offered in the analysis of 
ruk-ruk (‘limited periods of time’), where the reduplication carries the meaning [limited 
number]. According to Botha, the reduplicated form has the following composite reading: 
[time, increased]. However, due to the conceptualization rule cited above, the notion of 
[increased in number] must also be in the semantic make-up of the reduplication, because 
time is a countable entity. Nevertheless, as the base, ruk, is not pluralized, it lacks the mea-
ning of [more than one], which means that it should be interpreted as [(not more than) 
one]. In this case, then, the second conceptualization rule that applies to this reduplication 
states that [increased in number] and [(not more than) one] should be conceptualized as 
[limited number/some]. The meanings of distribution, serial ordering and collectivity are 
also built up along these lines, based on these (and further) conceptualization rules. 

The meaning of verb-based reduplications is based on the typology of situation types 
(as laid down by Vendler 1967). Accordingly, the base of lik-lik (‘to lick repeatedly’) is a 
bounded act. The first conceptualization rule that acts on the reduplicated form states that 
the notion of [increased] should be conceptualized as [increased in time], if the verbal 
base is a temporal act. A further conceptualization rule then specifies that the notion of 
[increased in time] should be interpreted as [iterated], if it combines with the notion of 
[boundedness]. However, if the base is unbounded, as in the case of rammel-rammel (‘to 
rumble continuously’), then the notion of [increased in time] should be interpreted as 
[continued]. 

The question that necessarily arises in the reader is why should boundedness and itera-
tion on the one hand, and unboundedness and continuation on the other be ‘amalgamated’? 
Although Botha is operating with conceptualization rules, he does not clearly explain 
why such notions should be ‘conceptualized’ together. This is a general feature of all the 
conceptualization rules: the explanations behind them are very scanty. In fact, what Botha 
means under ‘conceptualization’ becomes apparent only later on in the chapter. Both the 
semantic interpretation rule and the conceptualization rules specify ‘aspects of conceptual 
structure’ (p. 133), where the conceptual structure (after Jackendoff 1983) is understood 
as ‘[…] a single level of mental representation at which linguistic, sensory and motor in-
formation are compatible’ (p. 133). What Botha essentially points out is that the Afrikaans 
semantic interpretation and conceptualization rules he postulates are not unique, as such 
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devices have already been provided in Jackendoff’s theory of conceptual structure. The 
main thrust of Botha’s argumentation is that the rules that he has provided are not even 
language-specific: if they are based on very general principles of conceptualization (such 
as the idea that ‘[…] a bounded event can occur for an increased time only if it is repeated 
more than once’, p. 138), then surely they can emerge in any language. 

The last two chapters of the book, ‘Link-up’ and ‘Metascientific retrospection’, are 
much shorter than the previous two (taking up only a couple of pages each). The first of 
these, Chapter 4, is mainly concerned with the function of conceptualization rules: to filter 
out unacceptable formations (as the copying rule is able to generate a very large number of 
reduplications a significant amount of which will be unacceptable to native speakers). The 
latter, Chapter 5, sums up the methodological significance of the work, that is, ‘the heuris-
tic power of the Galilean style’ (p. 158). As has already been pointed out, the Galilean style 
of inquiry lays emphasis on two aspects: ‘pursuit of theoretical unification’ (p. 158) and 
the treatment of irregular data. Yet the success of the enterprise can be called into question: 
as it has been pointed out above, it is impossible to prove a methodology’s explanatory 
potential if only that particular methodology is presented for the analysis of the data (as we 
cannot compare it to other possible methodologies). 

Evaluation
In spite of the objections raised here, Botha’s work deserves acclaim. All in all, there are 
two very noteworthy consequences that can be drawn from his analysis. First, the various 
meanings he associates with the reduplicated form (considerable/limited number, serial 
ordering, iteration, continuation, etc.) are not individual, atomic notions. All of these inter-
pretations are based on the notion of [increased], which is the core and prototypical mean-
ing of reduplication,7 and which is then extended into all the other meanings. Although 
Botha does not go into the details of how the core notion is extended to the other, related 
senses, it is implied that he considers reduplication as a polysemous category.8 Second, 
he considers reduplication as an example of iconicity (more of form for more of con-
tent), which calls into question the generativist autonomy principle (namely, that syntax is 
autonomous from semantics). Botha suggests, therefore, that the principle may not apply 
in all cases: ‘[…] the autonomy thesis […] has to be restricted in scope to word formation 
that does not involve iconicity’ (p. 149).

Overall, Botha’s book is a demanding, though highly engaging study on an intriguing 
segment of Afrikaans word formation. As more than twenty years have passed since its 
publication, some of its observations might have gone out of date. Yet its logical and clear 
argumentation style will never go out of fashion, for which it can safely be recommended 
to any linguist interested in the fields of morphology and semantics.

 

Notes
1 Children do not yet have a fully established phonetic/phonological system, and reduplication 

is a means to replace target syllables that are difficult to pronounce. As a consequence, consonant 
and vowel harmony can be achieved, which is a feature of ‘immature sound systems’ (Aitchison 
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1994: 31). Moreover, by reduplication, children are able to practise morphological composition and 
decomposition, which will be much needed later on in morphology.

2 Saussure emphasized that languages are situated somewhere between the two extremes of a 
minimum of organization on the one hand, and a minimum of arbitrariness on the other hand.

3 Such as a noun base becoming a verb in its reduplicated form. For example, kruk means ‘crut-
ches’, but its reduplicated form, kruk-kruk, has the meaning of ‘moving on crutches’.

4 As Huyssteen demonstrates, when for instance nou (which prototypically profiles the present) 
is reduplicated, the profile of the composite structure (that is, nou-nou, which prototypically profiles 
either the future or the past, but not the present) is slightly different to the profiles of the two id en-
tical composite structures. Therefore, by employing the reduplicated construction, the speaker can 
express a meaning that differs from the conventional meaning of the non-reduplicated form. This 
difference in meaning is motivated by the more of form for more of content metonymy, where the 
more of content that is represented by the reduplicated form represents a distancing away from the 
present to either the future or the past.

Huyssteen moreover points out that onomatopoeic reduplications in Afrikaans (such as hoep-
-hoep for a common South African garden bird) are motivated by two metonymies, defining p ro-
perty for category and product for producer. The former implies that the sound that the bird 
produces is conventionalized; the latter entails that the sound that is produced is more important 
than the producer itself. This second point is rather intriguing: as noted by Huyssteen, product for  
producer metonymies are very rare, or almost non-existent, as in the usual state of affairs the 
cognitive principle of animate over inanimate governs our selection of metonymic vehicles, which 
therefore typically results in the producer for product metonymy (Radden & Kövecses 1999).

5 The noun bobbejan means ‘monkey’, while its reduplicated form, bobbejan-bobbejan, has the 
meaning of ‘moving like a monkey’.

6 It is, in fact, a matter of debate to what degree does ‘increased in number’ differ in meaning 
from ‘considerable number’, and whether this difference does need to license a further conceptua-
lization rule (Botha does not give an explanation). This is an important point because, if we follow 
Botha’s line of reasoning, then the fewer rules there are, the better the analysis is.

7 ‘Core’ and ‘prototypical’ are my terms.
8 ‘[...] the fundamental unit of meaning expressed by Afrikaans reduplication is [increased]. A 

range of other units of meaning are formed on the basis of this fundamental unit by the concept-
ualization rules. These “secondary” units – for example, [considerable number], [distributed], 
[attenuated], etc. – are therefore in a clear sense derived units.’ (p. 145).
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Leoš Šatava. Jazyk a identita etnických menšin. Možnosti zachování a revitalizace. 
Druhé, doplněné vydání. Praha: Sociologické nakladatelství, 2009.

Profesor etnologie na Karlově univerzitě Leoš Šatava je znám svým neobyčejně širokým 
polem odborných i populárně naučných zájmů. V průběhu své vědecké kariéry se věnoval 
studiu migrace, problematice menšin, má bohaté zkušenosti překladatelské. V posledních 
letech se stále více realizuje také jako sociolingvista, kterého zajímají otázky jazykové 
revitalizace.

Navzdory rozmanitosti profesního záběru lze v Šatavových aktivitách přeci jen roz-
poznat určitý sjednocující element: poznávání minoritních populací, s přihlédnutím 
k otázkám jazyka a etnicity. Když Šatava překládá, jde především o menšinové jazyky, 
například lužickou srbštinu (román M. Kubašové Kantor Serbin, Praha 1986) či velštinu 
(PLAV – měsíčník pro světovou literaturu, 2007/10; Souvislosti, 2006/2). Šatava jako etno-
log a historik, to je encyklopedická příručka Národnostní menšiny v Evropě (Praha 1994) 
a monografie Migrační procesy a české vystěhovalectví do USA (Praha 1989). Šatava–
sociolingvista rovná se Jazyk a identita etnických menšin (Praha 2001).

Nejnovějším knižním obohacením bibliografie Leoše Šatavy je druhé vydání poslední 
z výše uvedených položek. Po dnes již zaniklém nakladatelství Cargo se tentokráte pub-
likace s podtitulem Možnosti zachování a revitalizace ujalo Sociologické nakladatelství 
(SLON), a to v ediční řadě Studijní texty. Vyšlo tak vstříc stoupajícímu zájmu nejen 
odborné, ale také laické veřejnosti o aktuální otázky úzce související s celosvětovým 
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vymíráním jazyků a jejich případnou záchranou či alespoň částečným oživením. Že jde o 
skutečně žhavé téma, dokazují statistické výpočty, které tvrdí, že do konce 21. století zmizí 
z přibližně 6000 jazyků, jimiž se v současnosti hovoří na naší planetě, asi tak polovina. 
Znamená to tedy, že v rozmezí pouhých 1200 měsíců přijdeme o 3000 jazyků. Řečeno 
čísly ještě trochu jinak, cca každých čtrnáct dní vymře v některém koutu glóbu jeden 
jazykový kód.

Tématu ochrany jazyků se lingvisté, antropologové a specialisté z řady dalších oborů 
věnují již několik dekád. Období šedesátých až osmdesátých let přineslo dílčí studie. Léta 
devadesátá byla ve znamení prvních syntetických prací (J. A. Fishman, Reversing Langu-
age Shift, Clevedon 1991; R. M. W. Dixon, The Rise and Fall of Languages, Cambridge 
1997). Skutečně celospolečenský dopad však měly teprve texty, které vznikly na samém 
přelomu milénia (D. Nettle, S. Romaine, Vanishing Voices, Oxford 2000; D. Crystal, Lan-
guage Death, Cambridge 2000). „Revitalizační“ monografie Leoše Šatavy přišla hned 
následující rok, díky čemuž se sice podařilo zabránit vzniku určitého vakua v informova-
nosti české společnosti, kniha však dodnes zůstává ojedinělým pokusem, na který v České 
republice nikdo nenavázal. To byl také důvod pro přípravu a realizaci nového vydání.

První vydání Jazyka a identity etnických menšin se u nás setkalo s příznivou odezvou. 
Jelikož jsou k dispozici recenze, které Šatavovu publikaci představují adekvátním způso-
bem (např. Petr Kaderka, Vesmír, 2002/12; Marián Sloboda, Sociologický časopis, 2002/4), 
není nezbytně nutné předkládat všechny údaje, zvlášť když druhé, doplněné vydání neza-
znamenalo žádných významnějších úprav. Kniha si uchovává stejné členění a její autor nás 
vede od obecnějších informací týkajících se definice, vývoje a forem etnicity, etnických 
a jazykových skupin, přes kapitoly diskutující o smysluplnosti snah o zachování etnické 
identity a jazyka, až po praktičtěji pojaté pasáže, v nichž se čtenář, a to nejen čtenář–akti-
vista, může zorientovat v oblastech, které jsou pro zachování jazyka klíčové (školství, 
média, ekonomika, úřední styk, práce s mládeží, kontakty na jiná revitalizační hnutí apod.). 

Jako doklad toho, že úspěšná ochrana či oživení menšinových jazyků není jen pouhou 
iluzí, shromažďuje Šatava doklady z různých kulturních oblastí, třebaže převážně evrop-
ských,a představuje čtyři modely efektivní etno-jazykové revitalizace (gaelský, maorský, 
velšský a baskický). Tuto skupinu pak nepřímo, formou přílohového materiálu, doplňuje 
o zkušenosti ze Severního Fríska, Lužice a Burgenlandu. Přidává výňatek z práce Endan-
gered Languages J. A. Fishmana (v textu snad nejčastěji citovaného autora) a příloho-
vou sekci uzavírá „Deseti jazykovými přikázáními“: jazykovými pokyny, jichž je třeba se 
držet, aby revitalizační snahy došly úspěšného naplnění. 

Přílohy vůbec zabírají velkou část textu. Pokud k nim připočteme indexy zeměpisných 
názvů, seznamy obyvatelských jmen a názvů jazyků, dále pak jména osob a uměleckých 
děl a nakonec i rejstřík obecných pojmů a názvů organizací a dokumentů zabývajících se 
problematikou menšin, zjistíme, že to vydá na celou polovinu nepříliš rozsáhlé knihy. Jako 
zájemce o řešenou problematiku bych mnohem více ocenil, kdyby druhé vydání obsaho-
valo příklady z dalších, zejména mimoevropských kulturních a jazykových areálů. Jen 
kusé informace se dovídáme o situaci, jež panuje v Severní a Jižní Americe, přitom právě 
tam je úbytek jazyků velmi citelný. Rozsáhlé oblasti Asie a Afriky taktéž zůstávají nepod-
chyceny či na okraji Šatavova zájmu. Na autorovu obranu je ale namístě dodat, že jeho 
cílem nebylo sestavit komplexně pojatou monografii, nýbrž připravit příručku určenou 
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vysokoškolským studentům, případně „menšinovým aktivistům“. Hodnoceno čistě z této 
perspektivy, byly cíle práce bezezbytku naplněny. 

Za obzvláště přínosné aspekty Šatavova textu ve vztahu k českému prostředí pova-
žuji jednak skutečnost, že informuje o významných knižních a časopiseckých zdrojích 
k tématu,  jednak že se podílí na terminologickém zakotvení některých klíčových pojmů 
(language maintenance – uchovávání jazyka; language shift – jazykový posun/jazyková 
směna; language vitality – jazyková vitalita ad.), z nichž mnohé byly Šatavou představeny 
v jejich kontextovém zapojení úplně poprvé. 

Bibliografický úsek druhého vydání zaznamenal oproti vydání prvnímu zásadního 
doplnění o nejnovější literaturu, a to jak česky psanou, tak i zahraniční. Přesto v něm 
některé důležité zdroje chybí. Z českých bych zmínil monografii Evy Eckertové Kameny 
na prérii (Praha 2004), která představuje řadu relevantních informací na příkladu rozkladu 
komunity a akulturace texaských Čechů. Ze zahraničních pak publikace, které mapují 
americký jazykově revitalizační kontext (G. Cantoni  1996; J. Reyhner 1997; J. Crawford 
1998). Z těch obecněji orientovaných, jež jsou k dispozici v českých překladech, není 
zahrnut např. B. Comrie a kol. Atlas jazyků. Vznik a vývoj jazyků napříč celým světem 
(Praha 2007).

V souvislosti s odborným názvoslovím dále v publikaci postrádám jakýkoliv odkaz 
na disciplínu, která se běžně označuje termínem lingvistická antropologie (s výjimkou 
zmínky jmen E. Sapir a B. L. Whorf). Je to škoda, protože právě lingvistická antropo-
logie věnuje jazykové revitalizaci důkladnou pozornost a mnohé z autorů, které Šatava 
zařadil do seznamu použité literatury, lze zařadit mezi lingvistické antropology. Navíc lin-
gvistická antropologie zkoumá jazyk v jeho kulturním rámci, což přesně odpovídá inter-
disciplinárnímu pojetí, s nímž Leoš Šatava přichází a které je v posledních letech (opráv-
něně) populární. Tento příklad terminologického opomenutí bohužel jen potvrzuje, že se 
do českého akademického prostředí stále ještě nepodařilo zavést některé obory, jež mají 
na zahraničních pracovištích své nezastupitelné místo. Argument, který by zdůrazňoval 
příbuznost lingvistické antropologie se sociolingvistikou, neobstojí, neboť přes veškerou 
podobnost a tematický překryv jde o obory vzájemně odlišitelné.  

Šatavova práce není prosta nedostatků a opomenutí, přesto zůstává, alespoň v českém 
prostředí, výjimečným počinem. V porovnání se zahraniční produkcí (Fishman, Crystal, 
Nettle a Romaine; viz výše) nepřináší mnoho nového, nabízí však vyvážený pohled na 
celou revitalizační problematiku a bez romantického patosu přesvědčivě argumentuje, že 
šance na záchranu menšinových jazyků existuje a že má smysl se o ni pokoušet.

Miroslav Černý
Ostravská univerzita


